1.Page 2 Line 16: T7492C is the old and now non-standard notation, the correct m.7492T>C notation style must be used for all mutations reported in the paper.
Reviewer 2:
The coauthors performed sequence analysis of mitochondrial genome in patients with maternally inherited hypertension and identified several novel loci that may be related to the development of hypertension. In general, this was an interesting and important investigation trying to identify genetic causes of hypertension. There are two major concerns. First, although they identified 24 novel variants in hypertension patients that were not present in the controls, they did not provide sufficient evidence that these novel variants were related to hypertension. The second concern was about readability of the manuscript. There were numerous unclear sentences, grammar errors and typos throughout the manuscript.
Major Compulsory Revisions:
Although they discovered novel variants in the patients of maternal lineages, they did not relate these variants directly to hypertension. I feel that they only worked half way for their aims. In Clinical and inheritance evaluation of 9 families (page 5, line 19), the authors referred to figure 1 and figure 1 for three male probands, HT-1, HT-8 and HT-9. I looked the figure carefully, and was not clear which individuals in the figure were these male probands they referred to. Therefore, the inheritance pattern was not clear by reading the figures. The arrow showed the probands of the families, HT-1, HT-8 and HT-9, were male, without offspring presented with hypertension. Maternal transmission of mitochondrial means only the offspring of the affected mother may affect. So they were consistent with maternal inheritance. More detail see the article. On page 3, line 22, the coauthors stated that they performed segregation analysis. What segregation analysis did they perform? Only by looking at the disease status in family members (described on page 5 line 19 through page 6)?
